
Imperial splits in two during restructure 
Johannesburg - Imperial Holdings, the transport and mobility group, restructured the group into two 

integrated divisions dedicated to logistics and vehicles. 

The group said recently that its logistics interests, comprising Imperial Logistics SA, Imperial Logistics 

Rest of Africa and Imperial Logistics International, would be managed as one division from July 1. 

Read: Imperial buys European freight business 

Marius Swanepoel, the chief executive of Imperial Logistics Africa, will be chief executive of the new 

logistics division. Effective from July 1, all Imperial’s vehicle interests will also be managed as one 

division. 

Mark Lamberti, the chief executive of Imperial Holdings, will be executive chairman of the new vehicles 

division from July 1 until December 31, and lead and prioritise the integration initiatives. 

Osman Arbee, the chief financial officer of Imperial Holdings, will take over as chief executive of the 

vehicles division from January 1. 

Mohammed Akoojee, the chief executive of Imperial Logistics Rest of Africa, will become the chief 

financial officer of Imperial Holdings from April 1. Imperial said Akoojee’s orderly transition to his new 

position would commence on January 1. 

“The... balance sheet is the glue that holds the two divisions together and supports their growth,” 

Lamberti said. “In the next few years, Imperial will guide the reorganisation of the two divisions to ensure 

strategic clarity, co-ordination and optimisation.” 

Efforts by Lamberti to simplify the company and sell assets in his two years at the helm effectively split 

Imperial in two. 

“It fits in with the strategy of focusing the group more narrowly,” Mark Hodgson, an industrials analyst at 

Avior Capital, said. “They are doing the right things.” 

The question of whether Imperial could be broken up into separate logistics and vehicles companies 

was an “obvious”, Lamberti said. 

Shares gained 2.19 percent on Friday to R150.50. 

http://www.iol.co.za/business/companies/imperial-buys-european-freight-business-2029043

